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Abstract
This paper presents a new method for probabilistic
modelling of space, called the Bayesian Map for-
malism. It offers a generalization of some com-
mon approaches found in the literature, as it does
not constrain the dependency structure of the prob-
abilistic model. The formalism allows incremental
building of hierarchies of models, by the use of the
Abstraction Operator. In the resulting hierarchy, lo-
calization in the high level model is based on prob-
abilistic competition of the lower level models. Ex-
perimental results validate the concept, and hint at
its usefulness for large scale scenarios.
1 Introduction and related work
In robotics, modelling the environment that a robot has to
face in a navigation task is a crucial problem, that has re-
ceived a lot of attention in the community. The most promis-
ing approaches rely on the probability calculus, especially
for its capacity to handle incomplete models and uncertain
information. These approaches include – but are far from
limited to – Kalman Filters[Leonardet al., 1992], Markov
Localization models[Thrun, 2000], (partially or fully) ob-
servable Markov Decision Processes[Boutilier et al., 1999;
Kaelblinget al., 1998], and Hidden Markov Models[Rabiner
and Juang, 1993]. For references that present several of them
at once, giving unifying pictures, see[Bessìereet al., 2003;
Murphy, 2002; Roweis and Ghahramani, 1999; Smythet al.,
1997]. We will here assume that the reader has some famil-
iarity with these approaches.
In this domain of probabilistic modelling for robotics, hi-
erarchical solutions are currently flourishing – while still rep-
resenting a very small part of the literature. The more ac-
tive domain in this regard is decision theoretic planning:
one can find variants of MDPs that accomodate hierarchies
or that select automatically the partition of the state-space
(see for instance[Hauskrechtet al., 1998; Lane and Kael-
bling, 2001], or browse through the references in[Pineau and
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Thrun, 2002]). More exceptionnally, one can find hierarchi-
cal POMDPs, as in[Pineau and Thrun, 2002], which is ar-
guably the work that bears the most resemblance to the one
presented here, although we do not use reward functions in
this work. The current work can also be related to Thrun’s ob-
ject mapping paradigm[Thrun, 2002], in particular concern-
ing the aim of transferring some of the knowledge the pro-
grammer has about the task, to the robot. Some hierarchical
approaches outside of the MDP community include Hierar-
chical HMMs and their variants (see[Murphy, 2002] and ref-
erences therein), which, unfortunately, rely on the notion of
final state of the automata. Another class of approaches relies
on the extraction of a graph from a probabilistic model, like
for example a Markov Localization model[Thrun, 1998], or
a MDP[Lane and Kaelbling, 2002]. Using such deterministic
notions is inconvenient in a purely probabilistic approach, as
we are pursuing here. Indeed, the current work uses probabil-
ities in all layers of the hierarchy of representations, allowing
us to propagate and handle uncertainties in a uniform and for-
mally coherent manner.
Moreover, the main philosophy used by all the previous
approaches is to try to extract, from a very complex but in-
tractable model, a hierarchy of smaller models (structural de-
composition, see[Pineau and Thrun, 2002]). Of course,auto-
matically selecting the relevant decomposition of a problem
into sub-problems is quite a challenge – this challenge be-
ing far from restricted to the domain of navigation for robots
facing uncertainties.
We pursue here an alternate route, investigating how, start-
ing from a set of simple models, one can combine them for
building more complex models. The goal of this paper is
therefore to present a new formalism for building models of
the space in which a robot has to navigate (theBayesian Map
model), and a method for combining such maps together in a
hierarchical manner (theAbstraction operator).
This formalism allows for a new representation of space,
in which the final program is built upon many imbricated
models, each of them deeply rooted into lower level senso-
rimotor relationships. Hierarchies of sensorimotor models
seem also relevant to biologically inspired models, as it ap-
pears that no single metric model can account alone for large
scale navigation capacities of animals (see[Kuipers, 2000;
Trullier et al., 1997; Franz and Mallot, 2000]).
We will also argue that our approach draws away from the
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Figure 1: Structure of a Bayesian Robotic Program.
usual characteristics of the common models of space (Sec-
tion 2.3), and that it is also more general than these models
(Sections 3 and 6). For brevity, this paper will discuss neither
of the learning methods that can be included into Bayesian
Maps (mapping process), nor of another operator for merg-
ing Bayesian Maps (the Superposition operator). Preliminary
work about these issues and all the details missing in the cur-
rent paper can be found in Diard’s Ph.D. thesis[Diard, 2003].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents the basics of the Bayesian Robot Program-
ming methodology, and discusses some of its characteristics.
Sections 3 and 4 will quickly define our notion of Bayesian
Map, and the Abstraction operator, respectively. Experimen-
tal results are presented Section 5, and the paper concludes
on some research perspectives.
2 Bayesian Robot Programming
The work we present here is based on BRP, a Bayesian Robot
Programming methodology. We briefly summarize it here,
but still invite the interested reader to refer to[Lebeltelet al.,
2003] 1 for all the details about this methodology.
As this formalism is only based on the inference rules
needed for probability calculus, it is very general. Indeed, a
very wide class of probabilistic models found in the literature
can be rewritten in the BRP framework, as is shown in great
length in[Bessìereet al., 2003; Diard, 2003] 2. For example,
we can rewrite the Markov Localization model into the BRP
formalism. We will use this particular example to illustrate
both the BRP formalism itself and its generality.
2.1 Definition
In the BRP formalism, a bayesian robotic program is a struc-
ture (see Figure 1) made of two components.
The first is adeclarativecomponent, where the user defines
a description. The purpose of a description is to specify a
method to compute a joint distribution over a set of relevant
variables{X1, X2, . . . , Xn}, given a set of experimental data
δ and preliminary knowledgeπ. This joint distribution is de-
notedP (X1 X2 . . . Xn | δ π). To specify this distribution,
the programmer first lists the pertinent variables (and defines
their domains), then decomposes the joint distribution as a
1[Lebeltelet al., 2003] is currently in press. Please refer in the
meantime to a preliminary version, athttp://www-laplace.
imag.fr/publications/Rayons/Lebeltel2000.pdf .
2[Bessìere et al., 2003] is downloadable from http:
//www-laplace.imag.fr/publications/Rayons/
RR-4730.pdf .
product of simpler terms (possibly stating conditional inde-
pendence hypotheses so as to simplify the model and/or the
computations), and finally, assigns forms to each term of the
selected product (these forms can be parametric forms, or re-
cursive questions to other bayesian programs). If there are
free parameters in the parametric forms, they have to be as-
sessed. They can be given by the programmer (a priori pro-
gramming) or computed on the basis of a learning mechanism
defined by the programmer and some experimental dataδ.
The second component is of aproceduralnature, and con-
ists of using the previously defined description with aques-
tion, i.e. computing a probability distribution of the form
P (Searched| Known). Answering a “question” consists
in deciding a value for the variableSearched according to
P (Searched | Known). Different decision policies are pos-
sible, in our robotic experiments we usually choose to draw
a value at random according to that distribution. It is well
known that general Bayesian inference is a very difficult
problem, which may be practically intractable. But, as this
paper is mainly concerned with modelling issues, we will as-
sume that the inference problems are solved and implemented
in an efficient manner by the programmer3.
2.2 Example
As an example of a Bayesian Robot Program, we will rewrite
the Markov Localization model in the BRP formalism. It can
be seen as an extension of the Hidden Markov Model, where
an action variable is added. Outside of the field of robotics,
it is sometimes called input-output HMM[Bengio and Fras-
coni, 1995; Cacciatore and Nowlan, 1994]. Let us recall that
a HMM is basically the decompositionP (Ot St St−1) =
P (St−1)P (St | St−1)P (Ot | St), whereOt is a perception
variable,St andSt−1 are location variables at timet andt−1.
Starting from this structure, the action variableAt is used to
refine the transition modelP (St | St−1) intoP (St |At St−1).
The resulting BRP model for Markov Localization is shown
Figure 2.
2.3 BRPvs.other models
Let us now develop some remarks that arise from the compar-
ison between the use of the BRP formalism and some aspects
of the more common models of the representation of space
(see Section 1). In particular, we now focus on solving navi-
gation tasks using BRP programs.
The first remark relies on the fact that, in BRP, a form
appearing in a descriptionc1 can be a question to another
3The inference engine we use to tackle these problems has been
described elsewhere[Bessìereet al., 2003].
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Figure 2: The Markov Localization definition expressed in the BRP formalism.
descriptionc2. This allows the programmer to decompose
a robotic program into sub-programs, as in structured com-
puter programming. Therefore, the first step for solving a
navigation task is to imagine, or to copy from living beings
(see[Kuipers, 2000; Trullieret al., 1997; Franz and Mallot,
2000]), intermediary levels of descriptions or skills, that are
relevant. This is somewhat different from most probabilistic
models of space, that only rely on one level of description,
i.e. that try to represent the environment using only one type
of features. Forms being questions to other descriptions is a
key feature of our Abstraction Operator (see Section 4).
The second remark is that the first step when designing a
BRP description is the choice of variables. When dealing
with the representation of space, one usually selects a per-
ception variable, an action variable, and a location (or state)
variable. Therefore, the programmer has to choose a set of
locations that arerelevant for solving the task at hand, in the
class of environments the robot will likely face. The choice of
the nature of these locations (metric or topologic, or dense or
sparse, for instance) should comeas a consequence of these
considerations. This, again, somewhat differs from existing
approaches, where the choice of model (Markov Localization
or Kalman Filter, for instance), is rather a choice of adepen-
dency structureor form definition, that implies properties on
the choice of variables (Kalman Filters are well suited to con-
tinuous variables, for instance). In contrast, in the Bayesian
Map formalism, we will not put constraints on the choice of
decomposition or forms: the programmer will have all lati-
tude left for choosing the semantic of the location variable
that solves his navigation task (the constraints on the choice
of variables will merely be syntaxic).
The third and final remark is that, in BRP, the description
phase is considered4 independent of the utilization phase.
This contrasts with most probabilistic models, where the
terms appearing in the decomposition are usually chosen for
a particular inference (when they are not said to be the only
correct choice of decomposition, see[Boutilier et al., 1999]).
For example, action or transition models, which can be diffi-
cult to assess when the variables are not chosen well, are still
very common because they are easily integrated into the lo-
4Assuming the inference space and time requirements issues are
taken care of by the programmer – usually by choosing a reasonable
model, or decomposing further into sub-models.
cation estimation. In our Bayesian Map formalism, we will
constraint what maps are used for (the questions), but not how
the knowledge necessary for using the map is structured (the
decomposition).
3 Bayesian Maps
3.1 Definition
A Bayesian Mapc is a description that defines a joint distri-
butionP (P Lt Lt′ A), where:
• P is a perception variable (the robot reads its values
from physical sensors or lower level variables),
• Lt is a locationvariable at timet,
• Lt′ is a variable having the same domain thanLt, but at
time t′ (without loss of generality, let us assumet′ > t),
• andA is an action variable (the robot writes commands
on this variable).
The choice of decomposition is not constrained. Any prob-
abilistic dependency structure can therefore be chosen here:
see the recent[Attias, 2003] for an example of how this lever-
age can lead to interesting new models. Finally, the definition
of forms and the learning mechanism (if any) are not con-
strained, either.
For a Bayesian Map to be useable in practice, we need the
description to be rich enough to generatebehaviors. We call
elementary behaviorany question of the formP (Ai | X),
whereAi is a subset ofA, andX a subset of the other vari-
ables of the map (i.e., not inAi). A behavior can be not ele-
mentary, for example if it is a sequence of elementary behav-
iors, or, in more general terms, if it is based on elementary
behaviors and some other knowledge (which need not be ex-
pressed in terms of maps).
For a Bayesian Map to be interesting, we will also require
that it generateseveralbehaviors – otherwise, defining just
a single behavior instead of a map is enough. Such a map
is therefore a ressource, based on a location variable relevant
enough to solve a class of tasks: this internal model of the
world can be reified.
A “guide” one can use to “make sure” that a given map will
generate useful behaviors, is to check if the map answers in a
r levant manner the three questionsP (Lt | P ) (localization),
P (Lt′ | A Lt) (prediction) andP (A | Lt Lt′) (control).
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Figure 3: The Bayesian Map model definition expressed in the BRP formalism.
By “relevant manner”, we mean that these distributions
have to be informative, in the sense that their entropy is “far
enough” of its maximum (i. e. the distribution is different
from a uniform distribution). This constraint is not formally
well defined, but it seems intuitive to focus on these three
questions. Indeed, the skills of localization, prediction and
control are well identified in the literature as means to gen-
erate behaviors. Checking that the answers to these ques-
tions are informative is a first step to evaluate the quality of a
Bayesian Map with respect to solving a given task.
Figure 3 is a summary of the definition of the Bayesian
Map formalism.
3.2 Generality of the Bayesian Map formalism
We now invite the reader to verify that the Markov Local-
ization model is indeed a special case of the Bayesian Map
model by comparing Figures 2 and 3. Recall that Kalman
Filters and Particle Filters are special cases of Markov Local-
ization, as they add hypotheses over the choice of dependency
structure made by the Markov Localization model. This im-
plies that Kalman Filters and Particle Filters also are special
cases of Bayesian Maps.
Bayesian Maps can therefore accomodate many different
forms, depending on the needs or information at hand: for
example, one Bayesian Map can be structured like a real val-
ued Kalman Filter for tracking the angle and distance to some
feature when it is available. If that feature is not present, or
in cases where the linearity hypotheses fail, we can use an-
other Bayesian Map, which need not be a Kalman Filter (for
example, based on a symbolic variable).
Hierarchies built of Bayesian Maps (via the abstraction op-
erator) can thus be hierarchies of Markov Localization mod-
els, hierarchies of Kalman Filters, etc. Moreover, heteroge-
neous hierarchies of these models can be imagined: ML over
KFs, or evenn KFs and one ML model, which, in our view,
would be a formally satisfying alternative to[Tomatiset al.,
2001].
4 Abstraction of Bayesian Maps
Having defined the Bayesian Map concept, we now turn to
defining operators for putting Bayesian Maps together. The
one we present here is called the abstraction of maps, it is
defined Figure 4, and commented in the rest of this section.
As stressed above, in a Bayesian Map, the semantics of the
location variable can be very diverse. The main idea behind
the abstraction operator is to builda Bayesian Mapc whose
different locations are other Bayesian Mapsc1, c2, . . . , cn.
The location variable of the abstract map will therefore take
n possible symbolic values, one for each underlying mapci.
Each of these maps will be “nested” in the higher level ab-
stract map, which justifies the use of the term “hierarchy” in
our work. Recall that Bayesian Maps are designed for gener-
ating behaviors. In the abstract map, the lower level behaviors
a1, a2, . . . , ak can be used for linking the locationsci. The
action variable of the abstract map will therefore takek pos-
sible symbolic values, one for each behavior of the underlying
maps. In order to build an abstract map havingn locations,
the programmer will have to have previously definedlower
level maps, which generatek behaviors. The numbersn and
k are therefore small, and so the abstract map deals with a
small internal space, having retained of each underlying map
only a symbol, and having “forgotten” all their details. This
justifies the use of the name “abstraction” for this operator.
But this “summary mechanism” has yet to be described: that
is what the perception variableP of the abstract map will be
used for, as it will be the list of all the variables appearing in
the underlying maps.
Given the four variables of the abstract map, we define its
joint distributionP (P Lt Lt′ A) with the following decom-
position:
P (P Lt Lt′ A)
= P (P 1 L1t L
1
t′ A
1 . . . Pn Lnt L
n
t′ A
n Lt Lt′ A)
= P (Lt)
n∏
i=1
P (P i Lit L
i
t′ A
i | Lt)P (Lt′)P (A | Lt Lt′).
In this decomposition,P (Lt) and P (Lt′) are defined
as uniform distributions. All the terms of the form
P (P i Lit L
i
t′ A
i | [Lt = c]) are defined as follows: when
c 6= ci, the probabilistic dependency between the variables
P i, Lit, L
i
t′ , A
i of the mapci is supposed unknown, there-
fore defined by a uniform distribution. Whereas whenc = ci,
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Figure 4: The abstraction operator definition expressed as a Bayesian Map.
this dependency is exactly what the mapci defines. Therefore
this term is a question to the descriptionci, but a question that
includes the whole sub-description by asking for the joint dis-
tribution it defines5. Since the last term,P (A | Lt Lt′), only
includes symbolic variables that have a small number of val-
ues, it makes sense to define it as a table, which can be easily
a priori programmed or learned experimentally.
The abstract Bayesian Map is now fully defined, and, given
n underlying maps, can be automatically built. The last step
is to verify that it generates useful behaviors. Here, we will
examine the three guide questions of localization, prediction
and control.
The localization question leads to the following inference
(derivation omitted):
P (Lt | P ) = P (Lt | P 1 L1t L1t′ A1 . . . Pn Lnt Lnt′ An)
=
1
Z
n∏
i=1
P (P i Lit L
i
t′ A
i | Lt).
The interpretation of this result is best explained with an
example (see Section 5).
As for the prediction and control questions, they are easily
computed: the control questionP (A | [Lt = l] [Lt′ = l′])
appears in the decomposition, therefore it requires no infer-
ence. The predicion question is an “inversion”:P (Lt′ | [A =
a] [Lt = l]) ∝ P ([A = a] | [Lt = l] Lt′).
Recall that the final goal of any Bayesian Map is to provide
behaviors. In the abstract map, this is done by answering a
5Of course, using a joint distribution as a question is dangerous
with respect to the assumption that the inference is dealt with by the
programmer. Special care has to be taken for this quantity to be used
in the inference, as the dimension of the space of these distribution
makes them prone to degenerate quickly to numerical epsilons. Dis-
cussing the possible solutions to this problem is beyond the scope of
this paper.
question likeP (A | [Lt′ = c] [P = p]): what is the prob-
ability distribution over lower level behaviors, knowing all
valuesp of the variables of the lower level, and knowing that
we want to “go to mapc”? Answering this question thus al-
lows to select the most relevant underlying behavior to reach
a given high level goal. The computation is as follows:
P (A | Lt′ P )
=
1
Z
∑
Lt
(
n∏
i=1
P (P i Lit L
i
t′ A
i | Lt)
)
P (A | Lt Lt′).
This computation includes the localization question, to weigh
the probabilities given by the control modelP (A | Lt Lt′).
In other words, the distribution over the action variableA in-
cludes all localization uncertainties. Each underlying model
is used, even when the robot is located at a physical location
that this model is not made for. As a direct consequence, there
is no need todecidewhat map the robot is in, or toswitch
from map to map: the computation considers all possibilities
and weighs them according to their (localization) probabili-
ties. Therefore the underlying maps need not be “mutually
exclusive” in a geographical sense.
5 Experimental validation
We report here an experiment made on the well-known Koala
mobile robot platform6. In order to keep as much control
as possible over our experiments and the different effects we
observe, we simplify the sensorimotor system and its environ-
ment. We only use the 16 proximetersPx = Px0∧. . .∧Px15
of our robot, and keep two degrees of freedom of motor con-
trol, via the rotation and translation speedV rot andV trans.
The environment we use is a 5 m× 5 m area made of movable
planks, that allow us to easily set up any configuration (see a
6Seehttp://www.K-team.com .
typical shape we use, Figure 5). The goal of this experiment
is to solve a navigation task: we want the robot to be able to
go hide in any corner, as if the empty space in the middle of
the area were dangerous.
The first programming step is to analyse this task into sub-
tasks. We particularize three situations that are relevant for
solving the task: the robot can either be near a wall, and it
should follow it in order to reach the nearest corner, or the
robot can be in a corner, and it should stop, or finally it could
be in empty space, and should therefore go straight, so as to
leave the exposed area as quickly as possible.
5.1 Low level Bayesian Maps
Given this analysis, the second programming step is to define
one Bayesian Map for each of the three situations. They all
use the same perception variableP = Px and the same action
variableA = V rot ∧ V trans.
The first map,cwall describes how to navigate in pres-
ence of a single wall, using a location variableLt =
θ ∧ Dist: the phenomenon “wall” is summed up by
an angle and a distance. Therefore,cwall defines
P (Px θt Distt θt′ Distt′ V rot V trans | cwall). We have
implemented this map using 12 possible angle values, and 3
different distances. This lead to a compact model, yet accu-
rate enough to solve the sub-tasks we wanted to solve. The
dependency structure we choose is (cwall on right hand sides
omitted):
P (Px θt Distt θt′ Distt′ V rot V trans)
= P (θt Distt)
∏
i
P (Pxi | θt Distt)P (θt′ Distt′)
P (V rot | θt Distt θt′ Distt′)
P (V trans | θt Distt θt′ Distt′).
P (θt Distt) andP (θt′ Distt′) are uniform probability dis-
tributions. Each term of the formP (Pxi | θt Distt)
is a set of Gaussians, that was identified experimentally,
by a supervised learning phase: we physically put the
robot in all 36 possible situations with respect to the
wall, and recorded proximeter values so as to compute ex-
perimental means and standard deviations. Finally, the
two control termsP (V rot | θt Distt θt′ Distt′) and
P (V trans | θt Distt θt′ Distt′) were programmed “by
hand”: given the current angle and distance, and the angle
and distance to be reached, what should be the motor com-
mands?
This map successfully solves navigation tasks like “follow-
wall-right”, “follow-wall-left”, “go-away-from-wall”, “stop”,
using behaviors of the same name. For example,
“follow-wall-right” is defined by the probabilistic question
P (V rot V trans | Px [Lt′ = 〈90, 1〉]): compute the prob-
ability distribution on motor variables knowing the sensory
input and knowing that the location to reach isθ = 90 ◦,
Dist = 1 (wall on the right at medium distance).
This map is an instance where a Kalman Filter could have
been used instead. For example, if we had required a more
accurate computation of the angle and distance to the wall,
the supervised learning method we used would not have been
manageable anymore, as the time to experimentally visit all
configurations would have grown. We could then have re-
placed thecwall Bayesian Map by a Kalman Filter based
Bayesian Map. In the case of our experiments, that was not
necessary.
The two other Bayesian Maps we define are:
• ccorner describes how to navigate in a corner, using
a symbolic location variable that can take 4 values:
FrontLeft, FrontRight, RearLeft andRearRight.
This is enough for solving tasks like “quit-corner-and-
follow-right”, “away-from-both-walls”, “stop”.
• cempty−space, which is very simple, describes how to
navigate in empty space,i.e. when the sensors do not
see anything. The behaviors defined here are “straight-
ahead” and “stop”.
5.2 Abstract Bayesian Map
Given these three maps, the third and final program-
ming step is to apply the abstraction operator on them.
We obtain a mapc, whose location variable isLt =
{cwall, ccorner, cempty−space}. The action variable lists
the behaviors defined by the low level maps:A =
{follow-wall-right, go-away-from-wall, . . .}. The rest of the
abstract map is according to the schema given Section 4.
We want here to discuss the localization question. Let us
assume that the robot is in empty space: all its sensors read
0. Let us also assume that the robot is currently applying the
“straight-ahead” behavior, that setsV rot andV trans near 0
(no rotation) and 40 (fast forward movement), respectively,
using sharp Gaussian distributions.
Let us consider the probability to be in location
cempty−space (with w standing forwall, c for corner and
e for empty − space):
P ([Lt = cempty−space] | P )
∝
 P (Pw Lwt Lwt′ Aw | [Lt = cempty−space])P (P c Lct Lct′ Ac | [Lt = cempty−space])
P (P e Let L
e
t′ A
e | [Lt = cempty−space])
 .
Of the three terms of the product, two are uniforms, and one
is the joint distribution given bycempty−space. That joint
distribution gives very high probability for the current sit-
uation, as decribing the phenomenon “going straight ahead
in empty space” basically amounts to favoring sensory read-
ings of 0 and motor commands near 0 and 40 forV rot and
V trans, respectively. The situation is quite the opposite for
P ([Lt = cwall] | P ): for example,cwall does not favor at all
this sensory situation. Indeed, the phenomenon “I am near
a wall” is closely related to the fact that the sensors actu-
ally sense something. The probability of seeing nothing on
the sensors knowing that the robot is near a wall is very low:
P ([Lt = cwall] | P ) will be very low. The reasoning is simi-
lar for P ([Lt = ccorner] | P ).
This computation can thus be interpreted as therecogni-
tion of the most pertinent underlying mapfor a given sensory
situationP . Alternatively, it can be seen as ameasure of the
coherence of the variablesof each underlying map, or even
as aBayesian comparison of the relevance of models, as as-
sessed by the numerical value of the joint distributions of each
lower level model. Since these distributions include (lower
coin
mur
libre
Figure 5: 2D projection of the estimated “validity zones” of the mapscwall, ccorner et cempty−space. The right part of the
figure is a screenshot of the localization module of the abstract map, that shows the “comparison” and competition between the
underlying models. The winner is marked by the central dot: in this case, the robot was near a wall.
level) location and action variables, the maps are not only
recognized by sensory patterns, but also by what the robot is
currently doing.
The localization question can therefore be used to assess
the “validity zones” of the underlying maps,i.e. the places
of the environment where the hypotheses of each model hold.
Experimentally, we have the robot navigate in the environ-
ment, and ask at each time step the localization question. We
can summarize visually the answer, for example by draw-
ing values forLt, and report the drawn value on a cartesian
map of the environment. A (simplified but readable) result is
shown Figure 5. As can be seen, the robot correctly recog-
nizes each situation that it has a model for. As a conclusion,
let us note that the resulting zones are not contiguous in the
environment: for example, all the corners of the environment
are associated with the same symbol, namely,ccorner. This
effect is known asperceptual aliasing. But this very simple
representation is sufficient for solving the task that was given
to the robot: we report here that the behavior “go-hide-in-
any-corner” is indeed generated by the abstract map.
A typical trajectory for the robot, when we start it in the
middle of the arena, is to start by going straight ahead. As
soon as a couple of forward sensors sense something, the
“empty-space” situation is not relevant anymore, and the
robot applies the next best model it has, depending on the
correlation between what the sensors see: if it looks like a
wall and moves like a wall, then the probability for the “wall”
model will be high. On the other hand, if it rather feels like a
corner, then the corner model will win the probabilistic com-
petition. Suppose it was near a wall, then it starts to follow
it, until a corner is reached. In our first version, because
the “corner” model was designed independently of the wall
model, the validity zone of theccorner map was too small,
and seldom visited by the robot as it passed the corner using
the “follow-wall-right” behavior. The robot would then miss
the first corner, and stop at another one. This shows that the
decomposition of the task gives independent sub-tasks only
as a first approximation. We solved the problem by modify-
ing the “corner” model, so that it would recognize a corner on
a typical “follow-wall-right” trajectory.
6 Conclusion
We have presented a formalism called the Bayesian Map,
which is a generalization of most probabilistic models of
space found in the literature. Indeed, it drops the usual con-
straints on the decomposition, on the choice of forms, even
on the implementation of the probability distributions. We
have presented an operator, called the Abstraction operator,
for building hierarchies of Bayesian Maps.
The experiments we presented are of course to be regarded
only as “proofs of concept”. Their simplicity also serves di-
dactic purposes, while on the other hand, the task considered
could have been achieved in many other ways. However,
these experiments, in our view, are a successful preliminary
step toward applying our formalism. Part of the current work
is aimed at enriching the Bayesian Maps presented here for
testing thescaling upcapacity of our formalism when con-
fronted to a large scale scenario.
Moreover, since each map of the hierarchy is a full prob-
abilistic model over the four variables of perception, action
and locations at two different time-steps, it is potentially
very rich. Possible computations based on these maps in-
clude questions like the prediction questionP (Lt′ | A Lt),
which forms the basis ofplanningprocesses. Hierarchies of
Bayesian Maps are therefore to be placed alongside model
based approaches, instead of pure reactive approaches. Ex-
ploiting such knowledge by integrating a planning process in
our Bayesian Map formalism is also part of the ongoing work,
and also requires a full scale experiment to be validated.
Although we are only at the beginning of this research
track, we do believe it is a promising one, and hope it will
spark some interest in the community as well.
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